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New LDS Church president Russel M. Nelson waves to the congregation after the Saturday afternoon session of the church’s General Conference. In his first conference as leader of the church, Nelson announced 
significant changes to the church’s structure and policies in an effort to “improve the way we care for our members,” he said. 






‘Intimidation, shame and leverage‘
see PAGE 6
Utah State’s all-conference guard an-
nounces intentions to transfer.
SPORTS | Going, Going, Gone
see PAGE 5
Logan City is preparing for its annual 
local music festival.
NEWS | Torrey Green Trial Update STUDENT LIFE | Logan City Limits
Two new changes have been made in the Torrey 
Green case. Green, a former USU football player, 
is charged with six counts of rape and one count 
of aggravated kidnapping.
see PAGE  2
Recently obtained records suggest one of 
Utah State’s most successful athletic 
coaches, Gregg Gensel, was terminated 
last fall possibly due to what what USU 
termed as “job competence.”
Five months after his official departure, 
Utah State remains quietly reluctant to re-
lease information about the former coach.
The university did not send out a formal 
public announcement until a press release 
more than a month after his departure. In 
that release, the university said only that 
Gensel was “no longer employed by the 
university.”
The 34-year coach was terminated Nov. 
8, 2017. In those records obtained by The 
Statesman, the reason for Gensel’s termi-
nation was labeled by USU in human re-
source records with a code standing for 
“job competence.”
On March 27 Matt Ingebritsen and Artie 
Gulden were permanently hired as the 
head coaches of the track and field and 
cross country teams, respectively. Both 
were previously assistants under Gensel 
and were the interim head coaches.
The track and field and cross country 
teams did not receive an official explana-
tion at the time as to what happened. In-
gebritsen previously told The Statesman 
that he felt the athletics department was 
“deliberately leaving us in the dark” about 
Gensel.
As part of a records request, The States-
man asked for “any and all records includ-
ing emails” between Gensel and six mem-
bers of USU’s athletic department, 
including athletic director John Hartwell, 
regarding Gensel’s departure from Utah 
State.
In a letter denying that request, Utah 
State said it “does not have any records” 
of correspondence between Gensel and 
those six people about his departure from 
the program.
In that same letter, Utah State said even 
if such records existed, the university 
would not release them, citing sections of 
Utah law which state such records are 
protected if releasing them “could be ex-
pected to interfere with investigations” 
until the investigation is complete.
In 2010, Gensel signed a 10-year con-
tract with Utah State — longer than any 
other coach currently with USU, accord-
ing to public records. His contract details 
four major responsibilities or duties that, 
if not fulfilled by Gensel, could result in 
termination: abide by the rules and regu-
lations of the NCAA and the conference 
(the WAC at the time the contract was 
signed); report all income derived from 
SALT LAKE CITY — Saturday and Sunday 
saw many changes and many firsts at the 
188th Annual General Conference of The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
It was the first General Conference with Rus-
sell M. Nelson in charge. Nelson was called as 
the prophet and president of the church Jan. 
14, following the death of former president 
Thomas S. Monson on Jan. 2.
Two new apostles were announced during 
the conference: Gerrit W. Gong and Ulisses 
Soares, the first nonwhite apostles ever to be 
called in the LDS Church. Gong was born in 
California and is of Chinese ancestry, while 
Soares is from Brazil. 
On Sunday, Nelson made a stir with the an-
nouncement of seven new temples, including 
the church’s first in Russia and India. Also an-
nounced was a temple in Layton, Utah — the 
19th in the state — as well as Argentina, Nica-
ragua, the Philippines and Richmond, Virgin-
ia.
Two more changes were announced that will 
affect members of the church everywhere. The 
church’s home teaching and visiting teaching 
programs will be replaced by a new approach 
known as ministering, and the Priesthood of-
fice of high priest will only apply to those cur-
rently serving in a bishopric, in a stake presi-
dency or as a patriarch. Now, all men will 
meet together during Sunday meetings, rather 
than being separated into groups as they were 
previously.
Nelson said these changes were part of an ef-
A HISTORIC WEEKEND
Editor’s note: This is an ongoing story that will 
be updated as more information becomes avail-
able. Quoted information from emails and let-
ters in this story have not been edited to fit AP 
style or grammatical preferences. 
An independent investigation into allega-
tions of harassment by faculty members in the 
Caine College of the Arts is nearing its com-
pletion. 
The investigation has been ongoing for six 
weeks and could be finished by Friday, said 
Tim Vitale, university spokesperson.
Utah State University hired Alan Sullivan, a 
Salt Lake City-based attorney, to investigate 
claims made by two former students on Face-
book in February.
The independent investigation was opened 
after Whitney Griffith and Amy Arakelyan 
shared their individual experiences with ha-
rassment from 
Caine College of 





sexual misconduct by faculty in the piano de-
partment against former students. Since the 
original posts were made, additional current 
and former students have come forward, shar-
ing similar experiences about their time study-
ing piano. 
The Utah Statesman received an anonymous 
letter following the release of the first article 
reporting the allegations. The letter was 
signed “a group of frightened students” and 
detailed more experiences with harassment 
and sexual misconduct within the USU music 
department. 
“We, a number of students in the Music and 
Theatre departments,” the letter read, 
“who like others, have been afraid to come 
forward because we know, from our fellow 
student’s experiences, how it will be handled 
(ignored, hidden, covered-up and go unpun-
ished).” 
Griffith said her experience with the USU pi-
ano department was “traumatic” and left her 
with “complicated” emotions toward piano. 
However, she said piano will always be her 
“number one passion.”
After Arakelyan first shared her post, the 
USU Title IX office contacted her about filing a 
formal complaint against Gary Amano, direc-
tor of piano studies at the university.
Arakelyan is unsure if she had filed a formal 
By Lauren Bennett
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By Jason Walker and Matthew Harris
SPORTS EDITOR AND SPORTS STAFF WRITER
see “Gensel” PAGE 7
Investigation into Utah State piano department nearing conclusion
All of that horrible stuff 
didn’t have to happen.
— Amy Arakelyan
Significant changes announced at LDS General Conference
By Spencer Burt
NEWS EDITOR
see “Conference” PAGE 3
SPORTS | Dear Coach Smith
An open letter to USU’s new basketball 
coach from columnist Logan Jones.
see PAGE 7
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Former Utah State University football player 
Torrey Green will have his trial moved from 
Cache County to Box Elder County, Judge Bri-
an Cannell ruled Thursday morning.
Cannell also ruled in favor of the consolida-
tion of six cases brought against Green — 
which include charges of six counts of rape 
and one count of aggravated kidnapping — 
into one case with one jury trial.
Both decisions came at the request of Green's 
defense attorney, Skye Lazaro.
Cache County prosecutor Spencer Walsh said 
the state was in agreement with the decision 
to consolidate the cases after speaking with 
the alleged victims.
“We believe that by only having to testify at 
one trial it will benefit them from not having 
to go through the emotional and difficult pro-
cess of testifying six different times,” Walsh 
said. 
Lazaro argued "reasonable doubt" of Green's 
ability to receive a fair trial in Cache County 
was enough to justify a change of venue.
She argued a move out of Cache County 
could allow the court to pull from a larger 
pool of jurors less likely to be fans of USU 
football or to have a "vested interest" in the 
outcome of Green's case.
Lazaro also argued media coverage of the 
case, including a series of Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning articles in The Salt Lake Tribune, had in-
creased Green's standing in the community to 
the point that a fair trial could not be had in 
Cache County.
Walsh argued Lazaro failed to provide enough 
evidence on Green's behalf that a fair trial was 
unlikely.
Walsh said the court could take "great care" 
to select from a large pool of jurors and to 
screen those jurors for potential bias as a re-
sult of exposure to media, connections to USU 
or prejudice against those of African American 
descent.
Additionally, media coverage of the case had 
been statewide and wasn't restricted to Cache 
County, Walsh said.
"Frankly, the Salt Lake Tribune have run more 
stories in this case than even the local media," 
Walsh said, "so I don't know that moving the 
case resolves anything."
Though Walsh maintained he did not think 
Lazaro had presented enough evidence that an 
unbiased jury could not be found in Cache 
County, he stipulated he thought Green could 
also be tried fairly in Box Elder County.
Lazaro agreed that she thought a trial in Box 
Elder County would be fair.
In his ruling for the venue change, Cannell 
cited a "#MeToo movement in Cache Valley," 
which included sexual assault and harassment 
allegations against USU students in recent 
years and in the university's music department 
as "significant events that have occurred both 
allegedly as well as specifically."
The nature and extent of publicity regarding 
those events was "statewide but also narrow 
and specific to Cache Valley," Cannell said, 
which led him to conclude there was a "rea-
sonable likelihood that a fair trial cannot be 
had if these matters were to stay within Cache 
County."
Despite the venue change, Cannell said he 
would submit his order with the stipulation 
that he was willing to remain the judge on the 
case. Lazaro stated for the record that this 
would be her preference, as well.
Walsh said the state respected Cannell’s deci-
sion to move the trial. 
“This doesn’t change any of the evidence of 
these cases and the state looks forward to pre-
senting its evidence at trial,” Walsh said. 
Lazaro declined to comment in response to 
the rulings. 
Court documents indicate a review hearing 
in Green's case is set for May 1.
— ac.roberts95@gmail.com
 @alyssarbrts
Torrey Green trial moved to Box Elder
By Alyssa Roberts
STAFF WRITER
PHOTO BY Eli Lucero, The Herald Journal
Torrey Green and his lawyer Skye Lazaro listen to the prosecutor speak in 1st District Court on Thursday in Logan. Green will have his seven rape cases consolidated into two trials, which will be moved to Box Elder County. 
Nominate those who have made your 
Utah State University experience special. 
 
Just follow these simple steps:
1. Visit http://bit.ly/50-influential. Feel free to 
submit multiple nominations.
2.  Write the name of the person you would 
like to nominate. 
 
Answer these simple questions: 
 
3. Is the person a student, faculty member, 
staff member or alumnus?
 
4.  What is/was this person’s role at USU?
 
5. Why would you like to nominate this per-
son? 
Gov. Gary Herbert signed House Bill 349 into 
law March 6 that will allow recipients of alum-
ni legacy scholarships to simultaneously count 
their time living in Utah toward state residen-
cy.
This new law affects every nonresident stu-
dent currently receiving the Legacy Waiver in 
Utah. The waiver was initially created in 2009 
by House Bill 364 and allowed students whose 
parent had graduated from Utah State Univer-
sity to receive a reduction in their nonresident 
tuition. It was then expanded in 2013 to in-
clude nonresident students with alumni 
grandparents as well.
The edit made in House Bill 349 to the origi-
nal waiver was an erasure of three lines. The 
erased clause read: “A student who attends an 
institution within the state system of higher 
education on an alumni legacy nonresident 
scholarship may not count the time during 
which the scholarship is received towards es-
tablishing resident student status in Utah.”
Rep. Val Potter, R-North Logan, was the spon-
sor for the proposed edits to the bill and is also 
a development officer in Utah State’s College 
of Engineering.
Potter explained the reasoning behind the 
2009 bill’s residency restriction in a video. He 
reached out to the original drafters of the bill 
and asked them why this clause was there to 
begin with. Potter said that they simply “don’t 
remember it being there.”
“This new bill, really what it did, it removed 
that residency restriction,” said the Utah State 
University associate director of enrollment 
and recruitment, Craig Whyte.
The new law will go into effect July 1, so now 
students receiving the legacy waiver in the 
2018-19 school year can count their time in 
Utah toward the 12-month requirement for 
residency, which then will allow them to pay 
in-state tuition thereafter.
The change in policy will allow the university 
to give smaller waivers to a larger amount of 
students, making it easier for them to gain res-
idency and thus ceasing the need for a waiver 
after one year.
“This is an additional opportunity,” Whyte 
said.
Whyte said the state attracts great students 
to study in Utah, and the university would 
love for these students to stay in the state. But 
to continue their education, cost is often an 
issue. Residency is one way to help the stu-
dents receive a reduced tuition cost, he said.
Whyte said the recent edits may have a posi-
tive long-term effect on the state beyond help-
ing universities increase enrollment and help-
ing students have a reduced cost of attendance.
“If we’re educating great students,” he said, 
“we would love those students to contribute to 
the state. So there is an economic impact as 





recipients can now 
gain state residency
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Torrey Green trial moved to Box Elder
complaint with Title IX, and the office has not 
responded to her request asking for a copy of 
her Title IX record.
Arakelyan identified Amano as the “ringlead-
er” of the harassment she and her husband ex-
perienced, but also stressed that the other pro-
fessors in the department enabled the toxic 
atmosphere as well. “I don’t think removing 
Amano will fix everything in the piano depart-
ment,” she said. “Others were culpable and 
should also be held accountable.” 
Griffith said she thought the “root of the prob-
lem” in the piano department was Amano, as 
well as the other faculty members who allowed 
the mistreatment to continue.
Rachel Speedie, a piano student at USU from 
1999-2004, was denied the opportunity to play 
her senior recital and left the university in 2004 
— two credits shy of earning her piano perfor-
mance and pedagogy degree. 
“I think it damaged my career severely,” 
Speedie said. “It made me really struggle with 
finding joy in music.” 
Speedie received a full-ride scholarship from 
the piano department when she attended USU, 
which included free housing. Amano threat-
ened to revoke her scholarship, she said, during 
the summer before her freshman year at USU 
when she moved into the provided housing ear-
ly to prepare for a piano competition. 
“It was then that I experienced my first threat 
and verbal assault by my instructor,” Speedie 
wrote in her Facebook post. “He yelled. He 
threatened to revoke my scholarship and send 
me home. My infraction was allowing a male 
colleague into his ‘scholarship house’ to get a 
glass of water.” 
She said that later in her college career Ama-
no threatened her with a lawsuit if she ever 
came forward with what she experienced 
during her time at USU.
“It was not an easy decision for me, but I’m 
glad that I did,” Speedie said of her decision to 
share her story on Facebook.
Speedie later received a degree in piano per-
formance from the University of Nevada, Reno 
in 2007. 
“I was still really struggling with the emotion-
al abuse that was a daily part of life there,” 
Speedie said of her time at USU.
As for a solution to the problems within the 
piano department, Arakelyan suggests hiring 
new faculty who can change the culture of ha-
rassment.
“USU needs to bring in new faculty, fresh and 
removed from these tragic decades, who are 
qualified and passionate about music, but who 
also know how to nurture and help every stu-
dent excel,” Arakelyan said.
Amano is currently on sabbatical. The univer-
sity was unable to provide details of Amano’s 
sabbatical, Vitale said, citing the open investi-
gation. Amano did not immediately respond to 
a request for comment.
Lexie Hansen and Camille Weber, current pia-
no students at the university, filed Title IX com-
plaints against Amano in the spring semester of 
2017 for comments he made to Weber during 
class. 
Hansen said Amano told Weber to stop ques-
tioning his authority. “I was uncomfortable,” 
Hansen said.
In 2015, Arakelyan sent an email to Craig Jes-
sop, the dean of the Caine College of the Arts, 
detailing the experience she recounted on Face-
book, which she said occurred during her time 
at USU from 2003-2007. Jessop was not the 
dean when Amy attended USU.
In his response to Arakelyan’s emailed letter, 
Jessop said he “confidentially shared the sub-
stance of your concerns with the appropriate 
officials at USU and will follow their advice,” 
according to emails shared with The Utah 
Statesman. 
Jessop declined an interview, citing the open 
investigation.
Although she was originally seeking a piano 
performance and pedagogy degree, Arakelyan 
was awarded a bachelor’s in music individual-
ized program in the spring of 2016. The com-
promise came after Jessop and Cindy Dewey, 
the department head of music, waived the re-
maining requirements due to the extenuating 
circumstances. She was just one credit shy of 
graduation.
“All of that horrible stuff didn’t have to hap-
pen,” Arakelyan said. “It wasn’t necessary.” 
However, Arakelyan said she was grateful for 
Jessop and his accommodation. “He was really 
great,” she said. 
“Thank you so much for your time and for 
your efforts,” she wrote in a later email to Jes-
sop. “Thank you for believing me. And thank 
you for making this resolution so simple for 
me.”
Griffith, however, said her experience with 
Jessop was “not helpful at all.” In 2009, She 
filed a complaint to the Title IX office against 
her accused rapist, who was also a piano in-
structor at USU at the time. She said Jessop 
was aware of the complaint and sat in on the 
Title IX meeting held with the instructor. No 
disciplinary action occurred, and the instructor 
remained employed at the university.
“He did nothing about it,” Griffith said. “He 
made things worse for me.” 
Griffith said the “cover-up culture” seen with-
in the piano department needs to be stopped 
and that personnel changes are necessary for 
that to happen. 
Griffith also stressed the importance that “it’s 
not too late” for others to share their stories 
and experiences with the piano faculty at USU, 
and she said she wants peo-
ple to know that “they are 
not alone.”
Aram Arakelyan, Amy’s 
husband, was a student in 
the piano program during 
the same time as her. He 
never earned his degree 
from USU either. He trans-
ferred to the University of 
Utah in the spring of 2008 
and graduated there with a 
piano performance degree in 
2010.
Aram said he was targeted 
and threatened by Amano 
and other piano faculty 
during his time at USU be-
cause of his relationship 
with Amy. He said Amano 
accused him of letting Amy 
“distract” him too much 
from his music.
Aram was a successful pianist during his time 
at USU, and a photo of him playing piano is still 
hanging on a billboard in the Taggart Student 
Center, near the Financial Aid Office on the first 
floor.
“I’ve never been able to emotionally bring my-
self to go and see it in person,” Aram said. 
“We all kind of knew,” Aram said of the mis-
treatment going on in the department, but 
“learning the details is horrendous.” He said he 
hadn’t realized the depth of the mistreatment 
before hearing his fellow students’ stories. 
Aram said there were no established parame-
ters when it came to the scholarships given to 
the piano students from the department. He re-
ceived a full-ride scholarship through the piano 
program, but was never given any academic 
guidelines for the qualifications of the money. 
“There was unchecked power given to the pro-
gram,” Aram said. “In other programs, I’ve nev-
er witnessed anything like that.”
He said financial aid was leveraged regularly 
against students within the USU program to 
control them. 
Aram said Amano threatened to cut his schol-
arship by $500 if he practiced less than 30 
hours per week. He said the piano faculty also 
reminded him of his status as an international 
student — and how because of that, he cost the 
department more money. 
Hansen said she experienced this as well, and 
that at one point Amano revoked her entire 
scholarship. She said it was later fully restored 
when a different piano faculty member found 
there were no grounds to revoke the scholar-
ship on.
“The piano faculty, I think, were trying to mo-
tivate people to practice,” Aram said. “But I 
don’t think the message really matters, because 
it was through intimidation, shame and lever-
age,” he said. “That was my entire experience 
were those things.” 
Aram is now a lecturer in collaborative piano 
at Indiana University. 
“Utah State taught me what not to do and how 
not to treat my students,” he said.
As for his photo in the TSC, Aram said he 
lightheartedly saw it is as a form of payback.
“If I cost them so much money, then here, take 
the free advertisement,” he said. 




fort to simplify and improve the Church’s min-
istry.
“We have felt a pressing need to improve the 
way we care for our members,” he said.
With the change of leadership, apostles Dal-
lin H. Oaks and Henry B. Eyring were sus-
tained by members of the religion as counsel-
ors in the church’s First Presidency. Eyring had 
previously served under Monson alongside 
Dieter F. Uchtdorf, who was replaced by Oaks, 
and will continue as a member of the church’s 
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles. 
Clara Braegger, a Utah State University stu-
dent and LDS member, said Uchtdorf is her 
favorite apostle.
“I relate to him so well,” she said. “I’m excit-
ed to see what Heavenly Father would have 
him doing in his different position now.”
Kirt Rees, the associate director of the Logan 
Institute of Religion, said he watches General 
Conference to look for insight and ideas that 
will help him become a better person. He also 
pointed out that the three most-senior church 
general authorities had all recently visited 
USU.
“It does seem pretty cool,” Rees said, “that in 
the past school year, we’ve had the man who is 
the new prophet, the man who is the new 
president of the Quorum of the Twelve, and 
the man who is the new acting president of the 
Quorum of the Twelve, all on our campus.”
Nelson spoke at the Spectrum in September, 
while Oaks hosted a world-wide “Face-to-
Face” broadcast Nov. 19, alongside Ballard, 
who is the acting president of the quorum. 
In addition, this was the first General Confer-
ence that did not include a women’s session; 
the church announced Oct. 27 that priesthood 
sessions, directed at men and boys, would be 
held in the spring conferences and a session 
for women and girls would be held in the fall. 
Both special sessions were previously held 
during each General Conference, held every 
six months. 
The Young Women General Presidency was 
reorganized; former president Bonnie L. Os-
carson and her counselors Carol F. McConkie 
and Neill F. Marriott were released, with Bon-
nie H. Cordon, Michelle Craig and Becky Cra-
ven called as the new president and counsel-
ors, respectively. Cordon was previously a 
counselor in the Primary General Presidency, 
who oversees the church’s children’s program, 
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PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
The office of Gary Amano, director of piano studies at Utah State University. Amano is currently on sabbatical and has been with the piano department at the university for decades. Several former and current piano 
students have made allegations of harassment and mistreatment against Amano.
PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Utah State University launched an independent investigation in February after multiple allegations were made against the piano department on Facebook. The investi-
gation will be finished this week.
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People gather for the April 2018 General Conference for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City. This is the first General Conference with the new President, Russell M. Nelson. Two new apostles were called during this conference, Ulisses Soares 
and Gerrit W. Gong. They are the first ever Latin-American apostle and Asian apostle to be called.
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Coffee shop showdown
Comparison and contrast of Cafe Ibis and Starbucks
By Brianne Sorensen
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER
People go to coffee shops for all sorts of rea-
sons and each coffee shop has individual 
missions, attributes and environments that 
make them unique. Logan coffee shops are 
no different.
The international chain Starbucks wants 
customers to “have a place for business or 
leisure, somewhere to go with genuine, au-
thentic coffee and a comfortable environ-
ment,” according to a Starbucks corporate 
representative.
The local business Caffe Ibis wants custom-
ers to “enjoy a quality cup of coffee, good 
customer service, and a chance to take a 
breath and relax,” said owner Sally Sears. 
From prices to environmental efforts, Star-
bucks and Caffe Ibis both have many charac-
teristics that differentiate one from another. 
Starbucks has two locations in Logan, the 
North Starbucks at 1620 N. Main St, and the 
South Starbucks at 724 S. Main St.
Caffe Ibis has two locations in Logan, one 
shop at 52 Federal Ave, and a kiosk on the 
first floor of the Taggart Student Center. 
Caffe Ibis coffee is also served at local restau-
rants, such as Even Stevens, and local events 
such as Cache Valley Gardeners Market. 
Most Starbucks shops in North America are 
corporate owned and operated, according to 
MSA Worldwide. However, locations such as 
airports, universities and other high-traffic 
retail locations are not owned by Starbucks 
corporate, but individual contractors.
Caffe Ibis is owned by Sears and the late 
Randy Wirth, residents of Logan. The two 
met in Logan and opened a “mom-and-pop 
shop for organic products, like Whole Foods 
in the 70s,” Sears said. In 1985, the organic 
products store morphed into Caffe Ibis when 
the two realized their passion was for coffee. 
Both Starbucks and Caffe Ibis are certified 
fair trade coffee businesses. 
Fair trade coffee has been certified to meet 
certain standards. These standards include 
having partnerships between organizations 
that have dialogue, respect and transparen-
cy with each other. All partnerships must 
seek equality in international trade. Coffee 
bean farmers are offered certain quality 
trading conditions with a fair trade partner-
ships.
Fair trade organizations are also required to 
actively support producers and sustainable 
environmental practices, farming or other-
wise. These organizations also prohibit 
forced labor and child labor. 
All of Starbucks coffee is “responsibly 
grown” and fair trade according to a Star-
bucks corporate representative. 
Caffe Ibis coffee is organic and fair trade. 
Their coffee is also Smithsonian Shade 
Grown “bird-friendly.” This means they buy 
shade-grown coffee beans, which is benefi-
cial because shade-grown coffee is compara-
ble to a natural grown forest and is more 
sustainable than sun grown coffee, accord-
ing to Robert Rice, an ecologist at the Smith-
sonian Migratory Bird Center. 
Starbucks and Caffe Ibis have differing pric-
es, but the the price difference between both 
coffee shops is only about 12 cents on coffee 
and espresso beverages. 
Starbucks coffee charges $2.95 for a 12 oz 
caffe latte, and $1.85 for a 12 oz plain cof-
fee. 
Caffe Ibis charges $3.15 for a 12 oz caffe 
latte, and $1.95 for a 12 oz plain coffee. 
Starbucks charges more for blended bever-
ages than Caffe Ibis, and Caffe Ibis charges 
more for freshly brewed coffees than Star-
bucks. Other beverage prices are, on aver-
age, between 12 cents of each other. 
Starbucks is known for sleek, modern stu-
dio-style shops. These shops come in all 
shapes and sizes, but aim to keep a consis-
tent environment with space to work, talk, 
and drink coffee, according to a Starbucks 
corporate representative.  
“(Starbucks) is less of a stressful academic 
environment, there is much less pressure 
than somewhere on campus,” said Madison 
Collins, a student at Utah State University.
Caffe Ibis is a more traditional coffee shop, 
with green walls and wooden tables filling 
two rooms. 
“Ibis is a good place because for students 
because you have caffeine and it is a good 
place to study and not be distracted. It is a 
good place to get out of the student bubble,” 
said Arlon Jacobs, a customer at Caffe Ibis 
and student at USU.
All Starbucks locations offer free WiFi for 
customers with no time limit.
“Starbucks does not enforce time limits on 
WiFi services so customers feel they can 
work on what they need to,” said a Star-
bucks corporate representative.
Caffe Ibis does not offer WiFi to customers. 
Sears says that about a year and a half ago, 
the shop stopped offering the service.
“We thought it would be an opportunity for 
people to have a conversation. We wanted 
people to not be plugged in for every minute 
of every day and to have a minute of silence 
in their life,” said Sears.
“They don’t have WiFi. They are trying to 
keep it old school in a lot of ways,” said Ra-
chel Chamberlain, an employee at Caffe Ibis.
Both Starbucks and Caffe Ibis actively take 
part in environmental and social programs 
but contribute to different partnerships.
According to Starbucks corporate, all of 
their coffee is purchased ethically and re-
sponsibly from farmers with the highest 
quality products, and they hope their efforts 
have a social impact. 
“Starbucks is dedicated to helping farmers 
overcome the challenges facing coffee com-
munities. We are committed to buying 100 
percent ethically sourced coffee in partner-
ship with Conservation International,” said a 
Starbucks corporate representative. Star-
bucks has invested more than $100 million 
towards these efforts. 
Starbucks has donated 100 million dis-
ease-resistant trees to help farmers fight en-
vironmental threats such as coffee leaf rust. 
“All of these programs directly support im-
proving farmer livelihoods and ensuring a 
long-term supply of high-quality coffee for 
the industry,” said a Starbucks corporate rep-
resentative. “We strive to reduce the impact 
our stores have on the environment.”
Caffe Ibis is a “Green Business” with a mis-
sion to give respect to their sellers whose la-
bor gives them their products.
“We take our values and our passion about 
coffee and combine them together to look at 
social justice and environmental steward-
ship,” said Sears. “We wanted to be able to 
serve an extraordinary cup of coffee but also 
make sure we are taking care of our environ-
ment and our farmers.”
Caffe Ibis safeguards and respects the envi-
ronment from which they get their coffee 
beans. All employees are trained to under-
stand and regard these “extraordinary grow-
ing conditions.”
Their employees are also trained to take 
special care of the environment while work-
ing. 
“Our big focus here is how green we are. It 
would be nice if people could involve them-
selves with that in any way whether is is 
bringing in your own mugs so we don’t have 
to use a paper cup, composting, or compost-
ing their own waste,” said manager Tom 
Wilson. 
Caffe Ibis will make any coffee drink in a 
reusable mug, and offers ceramic dishes for 
those customers who chose to eat and drink 
at the store.
Students looking for a coffee shop with a 
quiet study environment or a lively conver-
sation are sure to find it at either Starbucks 
or Caffe Ibis. With fair trade certified coffee 
and a desire environmental impact, both 




Local annual music festival Logan City 
Limits returns to Cache Valley this week-
end, April 5-7.
This three-day concert series will feature 
11 full bands and five singer/songwriters. 
Logan City Limits will focus more on local 
talent this year than it did in the past with 
the majority of performers coming from 
Utah instead of out-of-state.
For full schedule, check out the event’s 
website at https://logancitylimits.usu.edu.
Thursday:
Opening night for Logan City Limits in-
cludes music from Tars Tarkas (Joshua 
Clafin), Fairpark Twins and the Eric LaMal-
fa Trio. The event is free and open to any-
one. The Thursday shows will be held in 
downtown Logan, at The Cache Venue. 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m.. Additional shows 
are held at The Waffle Iron 37 W Center St 
starting at 4:00 p.m. with performers Shua 
Taylor, Nora Barlow, Ivy Grove and Life in 
the Dewdrop.
Friday: 
Headlining Friday night at Logan City 
Limits is the band Wildmon and the Tree-
beard Trio. This trio is made up of three 
brothers from North Logan, UT. They will 
be playing at the Whysound venue from 
8:00-11:00 p.m..  Oher featured artists in-
clude Uiniti and Mama Longlegs. Earlier in 
the evening from 5:00-7:00 p.m. artists 
Taylor Garner and Rorry Forbush will be 
performing at Even Stevens. Throughout 
the entire evening a gallery walk will be 
taking place in downtown Logan. 
Saturday: 
Saturday night begins with a film festival, 
starting at 6:30 p.m. in the Utah State Uni-
versity Taggart Student Center Auditori-
um. The festival will consist of featured 
winners from the Faultline Film Awards by 
Wasatch Mag. This is a free event open to 
everyone. 
Headlining Saturday night’s concert is 
Strange Familia. The trio Strage Familia 
was founded in 2014 in Salt Lake City, 
Utah. Also performing are local bands Pan-
thermilk, Vera and Phat Jester. The show 
will take place at the TSC in the Evan N. 
Stevenson Ballroom. Doors will open at 8 











By Brianne Sorensen, Shelby Black, Kyle Fasching
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITERS
PHOTOS BY Tim Carpenter
Most Starbucks shops in North America are corporate owned. All of their coffee comes from farmers with the highest quality products. 
PHOTOS BY Tim Carpenter
Caffe Ibis was originally an organic mom-and-pop shop, but morphed into a coffee shop when the owners realized their love for coffee.
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After spending his first two collegiate sea-
sons in Utah State’s starting line-up, sopho-
more guard Koby McEwen announced his in-
tion to transfer from Utah State on Friday 
afternoon on his personal Twitter account.
“I would like to thank Utah State University, 
my teammates, the outgoing coaching staff 
and Aggie nation for the past two years,” he 
wrote. “I have developed as a basketball 
player and as a person in that time. That be-
ing said, I have received my official release 
and will be transferring to pursue athletic 
and academic opportunities at another insti-
tution. I will cherish my time at USU and in 
the state of Utah. The friendships and con-
nections will last always.”
McEwen, who played his high school basket-
ball at Wasatch Academy in Mount Pleasant, 
Utah, came to the Aggies prior to the 2016-
17 season. He was named Mountain West 
Freshman of the Year that season, and was 
named third-team all-Mountain West in 
2017-18.
McEwen averaged more than 15 points per 
game in two seasons at USU, adding five re-
bounds and three assists as well. This includ-
ed 11 games where he scored 20 points, and 
two of those being more than 30 points. He 
finished in the top 15 in the conference in 
scoring, assists and three-point field goals 
last season. 
In this year’s Mountain West Conference 
tournament, McEwen helped lead the Aggies 
to their first ever Mountain West semifinals 
appearance. He played over 39 minutes per 
game for the team while averaging 18.3 
points, 4.3 assists and 7.3 rebounds per game 
in the tournament.
Per NCAA transfer rules, he will be required 
to sit out for one year before he can play for 
his next school. In his tweet he did not men-
tion any other program or say where he in-
tends to play. Because he has yet to use a red-
shirt season, McEwen will still have two years 
of eligibility to play at a new program.
While McEwen himself has yet to name any 
of the potential programs which he will con-
sider transferring to, ESPN’s Jeff Goodman 
reported that he has received interest from 
many different programs including Creigh-
ton, Ohio State, Oregon, Iowa State, Tennes-
see, Marquette and others. A decision is ex-
pcted within the next few weeks.
The announcement comes just three weeks 
after the firing of previous head coach Tim 
Duryea, and four days after Utah State hired 
Craig Smith, formerly of South Dakota, as 
head coach. This leaves an air of concern for 
Aggie fans as the team will have to play next 
season under a new coach with a new system 
without its star player. 
@seanburgandy
McEwen to transfer
Utah State star sophomore guard Koby McEwen   
announces intention to transfer out of the program
By Sean Coghlan
SPORTS STAFF WRITER
Softball plays thrilling series with Nevada
Buttacavoli hits walk-off home run to defeat Nevada on Saturday as 
Utah State goes 1-2 in Mountain West series against Wolfpack
PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Utah State sophomore Koby McEwen in a game against Air Force in Jamuary. McEwen earned All-Mountain West honors in both his freshman and sophomore seasons with the Aggies.
PHOTOS BY Megan Nielsen
(Top left): Utah State celebrates after sophomore Riley Plogger hits a home run on Thursday against Nevada. (Bottom left): Utah State sophomore pitcher Delaney Hull throws a pitch against the Wolfpack. (Right): Plogger in the infield during Thursday’s game. Utah State lost 3-2 on 
Thursday and 8-1 on Friday before winning 11-10 on Saturday.
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coaching including, among other things, in-
come from sports camps, TV and radio pro-
grams, and endorsement or consultation con-
tracts; to “faithfully perform” the duties of his 
position “to the best of his ability;” and con-
form to the policies, rules, and regulations of 
Utah State and the athletic department.
In Gensel’s contract there are four sections 
which describe ways Gensel could be let go oth-
er than violations of contract: if Gensel himself 
terminated it, if Utah State fired him for any 
reason “other than cause,” if Gensel became 
unable to perform his duties due to physical 
and mental disabilities, or some other reason as 
determined by the university.
All four of those options include the stipula-
tion that the university continue to pay Gensel 
part of the money due to him under the con-
tract. The Statesman requested the final com-
pensation Gensel received from the university 
and in February, were given a record indicating 
the university last paid Gensel on Dec. 1.
According to the Logan City Police Depart-
ment, there is no criminal investigation involv-
ing Gensel and the university. The Statesman 
also reached out to the USU Title IX office, but 
the office did not comment per Title IX policy. 
There is also no criminal history or active civil 
cases involving the longtime coach, according 
to state court records.
During Gensel’s tenure as head coach, the Ag-
gies’ men’s and women’s teams won 36 com-
bined conference championships. Since 2005, 
Gensel coached the women’s cross country and 
track & field team to four individual titles and 
13 for the men’s teams in that same span.
Gensel, who graduated from USU, was named 
Conference Coach of the Year 38 times, coached 
258 individual conference champions, 39 
All-Americans and 991 Academic All-Confer-
ence selections during his time with Utah State. 
Several athletes recruited by Gensel are now 
enjoying historic success with the Aggies.
Of the 78 individual event records for track 
and field and cross country (both indoor and 
outdoor) in Utah State history, only six have 
come in years where Gensel was not the head 
coach.
Gensel had a little more than three years left 
on his contract worth at least $300,000, not in-
cluding annual increases or raises in his salary. 
He also could have made up to approximately 
$31,200 in stipends and incentives.
— jasonwalker@aggiemail.usu.edu
 @thejwalk67
PHOTO COURTESY OF Utah State Athletics
Gregg Gensel was fired by the university in the fall, but the details of his firing are unclear.
Coach Smith,
We’re ready for you.
I’m writing on behalf of all Aggie fans who, 
like me, feel you can initiate a much-needed 
shift in how Utah State basketball operates. 
Perhaps this is a presumptuous leap for me to 
make, speaking for fans who aren’t exactly shy 
about voicing opinions themselves, but hey - 
here we are.
I’m writing this because I miss the smell of 
popcorn. We all do. We miss crossing the 
threshold of the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum and 
feeling every sensory detail of the place fill us 
with elation rather than apprehension, or 
dread, or worst of all boredom. We miss going 
a whole season without seeing a mustard yel-
low seat without an fan dressed head-to-toe in 
Aggie blue occupying it.
We miss our team.
I won’t rattle off the same tired homecourt 
statistics of the now-legendary WAC champi-
onship squads. We know them, we know you 
them, and in this context our history does lit-
tle good to guide our future. Those days, the 
Tai Wesley Gary Wilkinson Pooh Williams Jay-
cee Carroll days, are behind us. Whether or 
not the era of Spectrum Magic is gone with 
them has now been somewhat unfairly thrust 
into your capable snake-punching hands.
Fans of Aggie hoops are a group I’d be so bold 
to describe as cautiously pessimistic. In many 
ways, understanding the current state of USU 
fandom is like entering a locker room after an 
especially tough loss. Some silently sulk in the 
corner with a Gatorade towel draped over 
their faces, while others slam lockers shut in 
frustration. Nobody wants to talk, and when 
someone does eventually speak up the rest ar-
en’t interested in listening.
The 2017-18 Aggies had some of their high-
est highs in years. We haven’t forgotten top-
pling UNLV on the road, or downing Fresno in 
a classic (twice), or the brilliant tournament 
win against a Boise State team we love to 
hate.
But the lows were equally crushing. More, 
actually. They’ve been crushing every season 
since joining the Mountain West. San Diego 
State in 2013. Nevada multiple times. BYU ev-
ery time. The games we pack the stands and 
try re-lighting the fire that used to sweep this 
valley on game nights tend to always be the 
games we just couldn’t get it done on the 
court.
This isn’t meant as a slam on our guys - in a 
sense we fans own those moments as much as 
the dudes in that locker room.
But enough of that. That’s why you’re here. 
We aren’t blind to the immense weight that’s 
been heaved on your shoulders. Your role 
here, as it would be anywhere, will probably 
be some combination of recruiting, winning 
some games and seeing your guys graduate. 
But more than that, it seems you’ve been 
charged with re-energizing a fanbase growing 
increasingly weary of 8th-place finishes and a 
seemingly endless string of player transfers at 
the conclusion of each season (and one time at 
the beginning of one, but don’t sweat that guy, 
he was an ass).
We want the magic back. We want visiting 
players exchanging concerned glances on the 
bench while a crowd 10,000-strong welcomes 
them to hell. We want a team that cares about 
winning here enough to go several months out 
of the year without hair on their kneecaps or 
elbows. We want to push teams so hard and 
run teams so ragged that they crawl out of the 
east end of the building close to midnight pre-
ferring the silent cemetary next door to the 
vicious confines of the Spectrum.
It’s a lot to ask, revitalizing a program once 
famously termed the “Duke of the mid-ma-
jors.” It’s probably not even a fair expectation. 
But if there’s one thing that’s never left the 
Utah State faithful it’s the belief that someday, 
with the right coach and the right players, that 
magic would return . You can count on us to 
remind you of that fact seconds before tipoff 
in every game you will ever coach here. We 
have your back, and we believe in what you 
can do with this program.
Bring us back the hustle and the sweat and 
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17 season. He was named Mountain West 
Freshman of the Year that season, and was 
named third-team all-Mountain West in 
2017-18.
McEwen averaged more than 15 points per 
game in two seasons at USU, adding five re-
bounds and three assists as well. This includ-
ed 11 games where he scored 20 points, and 
two of those being more than 30 points. He 
finished in the top 15 in the conference in 
scoring, assists and three-point field goals 
last season. 
In this year’s Mountain West Conference 
tournament, McEwen helped lead the Aggies 
to their first ever Mountain West semifinals 
appearance. He played over 39 minutes per 
game for the team while averaging 18.3 
points, 4.3 assists and 7.3 rebounds per game 
in the tournament.
Per NCAA transfer rules, he will be required 
to sit out for one year before he can play for 
his next school. In his tweet he did not men-
tion any other program or say where he in-
tends to play. Because he has yet to use a red-
shirt season, McEwen will still have two years 
of eligibility to play at a new program.
While McEwen himself has yet to name any 
of the potential programs which he will con-
sider transferring to, ESPN’s Jeff Goodman 
reported that he has received interest from 
many different programs including Creigh-
ton, Ohio State, Oregon, Iowa State, Tennes-
see, Marquette and others. A decision is ex-
pcted within the next few weeks.
The announcement comes just three weeks 
after the firing of previous head coach Tim 
Duryea, and four days after Utah State hired 
Craig Smith, formerly of South Dakota, as 
head coach. This leaves an air of concern for 
Aggie fans as the team will have to play next 
season under a new coach with a new system 
without its star player. 
@seanburgandy
Softball plays thrilling series with Nevada
Buttacavoli hits walk-off home run to defeat Nevada on Saturday as 
Utah State goes 1-2 in Mountain West series against Wolfpack
By Logan Jones
OPINION CONTENT MANAGER
Column: An open letter to Craig Smith
PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Recently hired Utah State men’s basketball coach Craig Smith with his family. Smith was officially introduced as the 19th head coach in 
the program’s history at an introductory press conference on March 27.
PHOTOS BY Megan Nielsen
(Top left): Utah State celebrates after sophomore Riley Plogger hits a home run on Thursday against Nevada. (Bottom left): Utah State sophomore pitcher Delaney Hull throws a pitch against the Wolfpack. (Right): Plogger in the infield during Thursday’s game. Utah State lost 3-2 on 
Thursday and 8-1 on Friday before winning 11-10 on Saturday.
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Beware what you wish for.
I’ve noticed something lately.  I read a lot of 
editorials and opeds, and letters to the editor in 
newspapers, and I keep tabs on the the televi-
sion news pundits, the so-called political or oth-
erwise “experts” and their professionally editori-
alized commentaries on both the local and 
national newscasts.  Other than the newspaper 
letters to the editor or the local “What Really 
Grinds My Gears” opinion segments on TV like 
Peter Griffin’s in ‘Family Guy’, they are all former 
this or former that ...politicos, military, finance, 
industry, or currently employed in some position 
of seeming “credibility” to enhance their exper-
tise and authority to comment.  Their opinions, 
assumptions, thoughts and comments go out 
daily to a national audience feeding into the 
general psyche diet of America.
Add Facebook to this scenario and you have a 
volatile and potentially harmful mass media 
cocktail.  You see it every day.  The Russians see 
it ...and are using it.
Most editors and broadcast producers of opin-
ion prefer to use these so-called “credible” peo-
ple, and they pay them well for their opinions.  A 
columnist is either former journalist, a current 
journalist, a former or current political figure, 
former or current military, educator, lawyer, in-
vestment banker, advisor, analyst ...whatever.  
This opinion game is starting to look like a 
closed system.  As you read and listen to this 
stuff every day, after a while you begin to think 
that these people are the “official” bearers of 
truth.  The fact is, they have an agenda and are 
paid not only by the newspaper, magazine or 
broadcast outlet on which they appear, but by 
the special interest groups and organizations 
who sponsor them or whose doctrine they es-
pouse. 
In many cases you can compare them to lobby-
ists.  You may not be getting the raw truth on 
anything.
These folks are well groomed, articulate, lucid 
and very convincing in their remarks, opinions 
and comments.  
On the other hand, or side of the coin as the 
case may be, and both on a local and national 
level, you get the “letters to the editor” people 
...average Americans with something to say who 
comment, editorialize and opine on a wide vari-
ety of topics ranging from presidential politics to 
the advantages and disadvantages of a dog park 
in their local community.  They are generally not 
as polished or articulate as the proffered colum-
nist or professional pundit, and, yes, many are 
crackpot, zany and outlandish in their presenta-
tion, but many are true to their core as American 
citizens and they have something to say.  Some-
times you have to listen read between the lines, 
and between the missing teeth, to understand 
what they are saying, but they are giving you the 
raw, honest truth as they see it without the hype 
and hyperbole of the well groomed, articulate 
and highly paid pap of the media-preferred pre-
sentation.
For example, in my town, a mid-sized commu-
nity of about 50,000 located in a bucolic north-
ern valley in the intermountain west, the irre-
sponsibly alarming decisions of our local 
government catering to developers is virtually 
destroying the environment and quality of life 
here with acres of cheap, tract housing plots. 
The developers make fantastic presentations to 
the mayor and city council, they are articulate, 
well groomed and lie through their teeth to get 
the permits to build.  Concerned, outraged, citi-
zens see the writing on the wall.  Some fight 
back at the “public hearings” that are legally re-
quired but bogus and ineffective ...some write 
letters to the editor ...many smart, lucid, intelli-
gent and truthful, but merely an insignificant 
“letter to the editor”.  They go unanswered, 
un-acted upon and unappreciated, especially, by 
the developers and the city development person-
nel.  The local newspaper won’t dedicate a citi-
zen opinion column to the issue, sometimes due 
to the inarticulate nature of the general public, 
however many are very articulate, but they will 
allow, by requirement, a letter to the editor ...an 
editor who doesn’t want to make waves.
An editor can also disguise censorship tenden-
cies and blacklisting as an “editorial decision” in 
his own personal favor or that of the bias of his 
media outlet employer ...but all at the expense of 
his readers, and the active truth of the issue.     
Follow the money.    
Newspapers have to print letters to the editor as 
a public service.  They are required to by FCC 
mandate.  And many broadcast outlets will have 
a similar venue (‘Family Guy‘  Peter Griffin 
...”What Really Grinds My Gears”).  Many of 
these are outrageous, silly, dumb, entertaining, 
but many hit the mark and make their point. 
The difference is that they are the pure, honest, 
truth.  Add them all up and you have a voting 
base.  You have “We the People” ...for better or 
worse.
Whenever you see a reporter or broadcast jour-
nalist interviewing “the locals” at a restaurant or 
bar, the comments are often looked at as comical 
or novel, not to be taken as seriously as the paid 
pundits or “experts”.
This is where we’re at in America today.  Our 
paradigm is set.  “We the People” do not have the 
power.  The media has the power, and it doesn’t 
necessarily represent the people.  It mostly rep-
resents its own profits, its own bias.  Letters to 
the editor are not paid for.  Columnists and pun-
dits get paid.
Follow the money.  
So, to exercise and develop your knowledge 
and voting effectiveness, you can take the easy 
road and follow the money, or you can work a 
little harder and follow the truth.
Your choice.
Power to the people!
                   
— John Kushma is a communication consultant 
and lives in Logan, Utah.
Letter to the editor: 
Power to the people
O P I N I O N
Letters to the editor  
Letters should be limited to 400 
words. All letters may be shortened, 
or rejected for reasons of good taste, 
redundancy or volume of similar let-
ters.
 
Letters must be topic-oriented. They 
may not be directed toward any indi-
viduals. Any letter directed to a spe-
cific individual may be edited or not 
printed.
No anonymous letters will be pub-
lished. Writers must sign all letters 
and include a phone number or email 
address, as well as a student iden-
tification number (none of which is 
published).
Letters representing groups — or 
more than one individual — must 
have a singular representative clearly 
stated, with all necessary identifica-
tion information. 
Writers must wait 21 days before 
submitting successive letters -- no 
exceptions.
The Statesman editors reserve the 
right to not print every letter to the 
editor. But all letters will be published 
online.
 
Letters can be hand-delivered or 
mailed to The Statesman the TSC, 
Room 118, or can be emailed to 
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or 
click www.utahstatesman.com.  
These folks are well groomed, ar-
ticulate, lucid and very convincing 
in their remarks, opinions and 
comments.
Contributed by: John Kushma
Letters to the editor are contributions from individuals throughout the Cache Valley community. Opinions 
expressed in letters to the editor are not endorsements by the Utah Statesman staff, but vehicles to promote 
discussion and constructive thought. It is Statesman policy to print letters to the editor as they are written, so 
long as they comply with basic journalistic standards of professionalism.
AARP AUTO INSURANCE 
FROM THE HARTFORD
TO SPEAK WITH AN AGENT AND REQUEST A 
FREE QUOTE CALL THE HARTFORD TO SEE 
HOW MUCH YOU COULD SAVE:
1-855-527-0777
DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company
A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*
Keep your own dentist! You can go to any dentist you want
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles – you could get 
a checkup tomorrow
Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,
exams, fi llings, crowns…even dentures





Product not available in MN, MT, NH, NM, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type. Contact us 
for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for 
similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096E-0917      MB17-NM008Ec
Automotive 
Donate your car, truck or boat to 
heritage for the blind. Free 3 day va-
cation, tax deductible, free towing, all 
paperwork taken care of. Call 1-800-
360-4120
Donate your car for breast can-
cer!  Help united breast foundation 
education,  prevention, & support 
programs.  Fast free pickup - 24 hr 




Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Build-
ings. Mill prices for sheeting coil are 
at a 4 year low. You get the savings. 
17 Colors prime material, cut to your 
exact length. CO Building Systems 
1-800-COBLDGS.
Health and Nutrition
SAVE on Medicare Supplement Insurance! 
Get a FAST and FREE Rate Quote from 
Medicare.com. No Cost! No Obligation! 
Compare Quotes from Major Insurance Cos. 
Operators Standing By. CALL 1-855-397-
7745.
Miscellaneous
Were you an industrial or construc-
tion tradesman and recently diag-
nosed with lung cancer? You and 
your family may be entitled to a sig-
nificant cash award. Call 1-888-737-
1846  for your risk free consultation.
DISH TV $59.99 For 190 Channels   $14.95 
High Speed Internet. Free Installation, Smart 
HD DVR Included, Free Voice Remote. 
Some restrictions apply. Call 1-866-360-
6959
FDA-Registered Hearing Aids. 100% Risk-
Free! 45-Day Home Trial. Comfort Fit. Crisp 
Clear Sound. If you decide to keep it, PAY 
ONLY $299 per aid. FREE Shipping. Call 
Hearing Help Express 1- 855-708-7910
Inventors - free information package 
have your product idea developed 
affordably by the research & devel-
opment pros and presented to man-
ufacturers.  Call 1-877-649-5574 for 
a free idea starter guide. Submit your 
idea for a free consultation. 
Medical-Grade HEARING AIDS for 
LESS THAN $200! FDA-Registered. Crisp, 
clear sound, state of-the-art features & no 
audiologist needed. Try it RISK FREE for 45 
Days! CALL 1-855-755-5496
Suffering from Hearing Loss? You May 
Qualify for A ClearCaptions Phone At No 
Cost To You. Real-Time Phone Captioning. 
Free Installation. FCC Certified Provider. 
Contact ClearCaptions! 1- 855-978-0281
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid 
operators, just real people like you. 
Browse greetings, exchange messag-
es and connect live. Try it free. Call 
now: 800-359-2796.
B A C K B U R N E R
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STUDENT MEDIA PHOTO 
MINI-SESSIONS
Visit the Student Media 
Office in TSC 118 to schedule 
your shoot today! 
$30 per 45 minute session
Perfect for graduation photos, 
roommate pictures, 
LinkedIn profiles, etc.
Photos will be taken across 
campus at the Block-A, Old Main, 









PAGE 10 WEEK OF APRIL 3, 2018
DOORS OPEN AT 5 PM, SHOW STARTS AT 6 PM      |     STUDENT TICKETS: $5 FOR FLOOR $1 SEATED   |   PUBLIC: 1 FOR $20 OR 4 FOR $6
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TSC CARD OFFICE OR ONLINE AT USUEOYB.COM
SATURDAY APRIL 21ST
IN THE SPECTRUM
END OF THE YEAR BASH FEATURING:
A P R I L  0 3  -  A P R I L  0 9
Biz-Link Morning Net-
working at My Discov-
ery Destination!
7:30am
525 W 465 N Suite #130
Logan 










255 North Main Street
Logan  
Utah State softball vs. 
BYU
4:00pm
LaRee and LeGrand 
Johnson Field




04/04 04/05 04/06 04/07 04/09













Free Date Rape Drug 
Detection Cards
5:00pm
Center for Pregnancy 
Choices





USU Last Chance Fair
9:00am
TSC
Logan City Limits 2018 




37 W Center St
Logan




Logan City Limits 2018 









Logan City Limits 2018 




131 N Main St
Logan




43 South Main St
Logan 




Logan City Limits 2018 







VENTION Wear Blue 
Day
Everywhere
Logan City Limits 2018 








1000 N 800 E
Logan
Logan City Limits 2018 








2500 N 900 W
Logan 
Logan City Limits 2018 












Movie Monday - Ferdi-
nand
6:30pm
North Logan City Li-
brary
475 E 2500 N
North Logan 



















































































APRIL 5 - 7
FREE
AGGIE RADIO 92.3 FM KBLU-LP
PRESENTS
THE WAFFLE IRON
(37 W CENTER ST.)
4:00-7:00 PM
THE CACHE VENUE























(650 N 800 E - USU)



















(650 N 800 E - USU)
1:00-4:00 PM
Yoga & Ecstatic Dance
by The White Clouds
